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Summaryi

This report covers the results of the proton magnetometer 

survey done over the property during the months of June and 

July, 1981.

The purpose of the survey was to delineate any mineralized 

zones and to try and locate and trace geological horizons 

or contacts.

Overburden covers over ?0# of the claim group. In 

several areas where there is outcropping, narrow shear 

zones can be seen trending in a general eawt-west direction. .

Some 29 line miles were traversed by the survey. Readings 

were taken at 100 foot intervals on lines spaced at 200 feet 

apart.

A high magnetic signature was traced in a north-east 

to south-west direction across the central portion of the 

claim group. This corresponds to a diorite complex within 

the surrounding felsic metavolcanic rock group. Several gold 

bearing occurances have been found to occur close to the 

contact between these two rock types. The northmot,. contact 

of the intrusive complex has been delineated by the 

magnetometer survey.
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Location and Access i

The property is located approximately 24 miles to the 

north-east of the town of Wawa, in the District of Algomt;, 

Northern Ontario. It is approximately 6 miles to the south- 

east of the town of Lochalsh which is located beside the 

Canadian Pacific Railway, and approximately 12 miles to the 

east of the town of Goudreau which is located on the Algoma 

Central Railway line. A gravel road connects Goudreau with 

Lochalsh and comes within two miles of the property. A 

logging road from the town of Dubruilville bissects the 

gravel road and crosses the south-west portion of the

claims.
The property consists of 16 unpatented mining claims

numbered as follows:

SSM 556396 to 556399 inclusive 
SSM 556404 to 556406 inclusive 
SSM 600911 to 600913 inclusive 
SSM 618135 to 618140 inclusive

Topography;

The property is generally flat lying with gently

undulating relief. Small northeasterly trending rock knolls 

of up to 50 feet above the swamp levels are found on the 

claim group.

Up to 7 0fo of the property is covered by swamp and 

glacial till overburden. Outeroppings are sparse although 

some outcrop ridges can be traced for long distances across 

the property.

The timber consists of birch and tag alder, with some 

mature stands of spruce and jack pine confined to the ridges.
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'^ji^^-;-:-^''-'( General Geology i :

,|| ; ; The oldest rocks are of Precambrian aget Basic and

--  felsic metavolcanic rocks have been later intruded by

diorite, quartz porphyry, and granitic units. Younger

diabase dyke structures cut the other units at a direction

generally striking northwesterly.

The general strike of the geological units is

in an east to west direction and dipping steeply to the

south.

The major dykes and siliceous fracture systems

are found to strike at angles parallel to and concordant

to the regional geological strike.

Economic Geology:

The area is noted for its past production in gold. 

The gold in the area is found to occur within fissure- 

type quartz-carbonate veins, or associated with pyrite-rich 

shear zones. Many of these zones lie at or close to the 

contact between the metavolcanic and intrusive units.

The shear zones strike generally in an east-west 

direction.

Several past producers,(such as the Pick Mine, 

the Edwards Consolidated Mine, the Algoma Summit Mine,and 

the Algold Mine), lie on strike with the companies property, 

Reports indicate that approximately 78,000 ounces of gold 

were collectively produced by these mines.



Specifics of Survey*

The survey was completed with the use of the Exploranium 

'Unimag* proton magnetometer. It is a digital readout instrument 

with a sensitivity of - 10 gammas.

Station readings were taken at intervals of 100 feet 

on lines spaced at 200 feet apart. On occasion, when 

abnormally high or low readings were encountered, stations 

were taken at 50 foot intervals. These 50 foot readings were 

not plotted but were taken into account during the contour 

plotting. Some 29 line miles were traversed over 16 claims 

during the survey. Field work was completed during the month 

of June, 1981.

The accuracy of the readings was increased by 

averaging two or three readings, especially in areas of 

strong magnetic signature or fluctuation. This averaging 

was done until the fluctuations decreased to a constant 

level. The range selector was changed frequently in areas 

of high magnetic fluctuation in order to find a level of 

stability.

The 'world gamma range" setting on the instrument 

was brought down to a scale relative to the regional 

magnetic range for the area. Results, after plotting 

corrections for diurnal drift, are plotted at 250 gamma 

intervals. Base plans are plotted at a scale of l" s 200 

feet.
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W-'M i ; W; v.' : The magnetics trend in a northeast - southwest to east- 

west direction, which parallels the geological strike for . 

the area.

A strong magnetic signature of over 10,000 gammas above 

normal can be traced across the central portion of the claim 

group. This high magnetic response corresponds to the edge 

of a magnetite bearing diorite complex in close proximity 

to the contact with the felsic metavolcanic rock unit.

Two weak northwesterly trending magnetic responses 

correspond to either diabase dyke structures or arms 

ur the diorite intrusive complex.

There is no magnetic response associated with any of 

the shear zones that cross the property.
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Several'; gold'bearing zones in'the area have, been 

, found close to the contact between the metavolcanic and 

diorite-granodiorite intrusive' units. 'A strong magnetic 

signature outlines in close proximity to one of these 

metavolcanic-intrusive contact zones.

There is no magnetic response associated with 

any of the gold bearing shear zones or trenched zones 

crossing the property suggesting that mineralization 

in these zones is very sparse and is insignificant 

to cause an anomaly.

The high magnetic signature which crosses the property 

is probably caused by the high disseminated magnetite 

content within the diorite complex j a result of rapid 

crystallization close to the borders or contacts of this 

unit.

Toronto, Ontario. 
July 6, 1981.

F.T.Archibald, B.Se.Geologist.
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Cymbal Explorations Inc.
V.L.F. Electromagnetic Survey.

Jacobson Township Property 
^District of Algoma , Ontario

'm®!*"--
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Summary i

This report covers the results of the Crone Radera 

V.L.F. Electromagnetic survey which was carried out over 

the property in June, 1981.

The purpose of this survey was to delineate and define 

any mineralized areas or shear zones which cross the property.

Some twenty nine miles ( 1500 stations) were traversed 

during the survey t on lines spaced at 200 feet apart and at 

intervals of 100 feet.

Several east-west trending anomalies were traced during 

the survey.

Anomalies A, B, D, and E correspond to swamp 

overburden effects.

Anomaly C and anomaly F correspond to weak responses 

which trace weakly mineralized shear zones with quartz-pyrite 

mineralization. These two zones are worth further investigation 

and sampling.
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^Location and Access t - ;' ' v * ,r

; The property is located approximately 24 miles to the 

north-east bf the town of Wawa, in the District of Algoma, 

Northern Ontario. It is approximately 6 miles to the south- 

east of the town of Lochalsh which is located beside the 

Canadian Pacific Railway, and approximately 12 miles to the 

east of the town of Goudreau which is located on the Algoma 

Central Railway line. A gravel road connects Goudreau with 

Lochalsh and comes within two miles of the property. A 

logging road from the town of Dubrui.lville bissects the 

gravel road and crosses the south-west portion of the

claims.
The property consists of 16 unpatented mining claims

numbered as follows s

SSM 556396 to 556399 inclusive 
SSM 556404 to 556406 inclusive 
SSM 6009H to 600913 inclusive 
SSM 618135 to 618140 inclusive

Topography s
The property is generally flat lying with gently

undulating relief. Small northeasterly trending rock knolls 

of up to 50 feet above the swamp levels are found on the 

claim group.

Up to ?0# of the property is covered by swamp and 

glacial till overburden. Outcroppings are sparse although 

some outcrop ridges can be traced for long distances across 

the property.

The timber consists of birch and tag alder, with some 

mature stands of spruce and jack pine confined to the ridges.
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||p:||^:tyi General Geology i - /. t ^ - , ;: . - vs ,' 
tfe^f^^'/./^-^'-.-A"1 -' •••'. - The''.'oldest' 'rocks 'arcThe oldest,'rocks, are of Precambrian age. Basic and 

jfelsic/metayolcanic, rocks have been later intruded by 

diorite, quartz porphyry, and granitic units. Younger 

diabase dyke structures cut the other units at a direction -' 

generally striking northwesterly.

The general strike of the geological units is 

in- an east to west direction.and dipping steeply to the 

south.

The major dykes and siliceous fracture systems 

are found to strike at angles parallel to and concordant 

to the regional geological strike.

Economic Geology;

The area is noted for its past production in gold. 

The gold in the area is found to occur within fissure- 

type quartz-cpjrbonate veins, or associated with pyrite-rich 

shear zones. Many of these zones lie at or close to the 

contact between the metavolcanic and intrusive units.

The shear zones strike generally in an east-west 

direction.

Several past producers,(such as the Pick Mine, 

the Edwards Consolidated Mine, the Algoma Summit Mine,and 

the Algold Mine)i lie on strike with the companies property. 

Reports indicate that approximately 78,000 ounces of gold 

were collectively produced by these mines.
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Discussion of Equiptmenti ; ; -

/The Crone Radem V.L.F. - Electromagnetic unit utilizes
1 . "- ' - - *" ' - i - - ' '' ' -, ''" *'

higher than normal frequencies and is capable of detecting 

small sulphide bodies and disseminated sulphide deposits. It 

accurately isolates banded conductors and.operates through 

areas of high noise or interference levels,

This method is capable of deep penetration but due to 

the low frequency used, its penetration is limited in areas 

of clay and conductive overburden. The components of dip 

angle in degrees of the magnetic field component, field strength 

of the magnetic component of the V.L.F. field, and out of 

phase component of the magnetic field are measured at each 

station.

There are several channels or stations available, each 

with a different frequency. A channel to be used should be 

parallel to the general strike of the area. If this cannot 

be determined, then two orthogonal stations are used to define 

any possible conductors.

The dip angle measurement measures the angle of inclination 

from horizontal of the direction of the resultant V.L.F. or 

the amplitude of the major axis of the polarization ellipse.
t'

It is detected by a minimum on the field strength meter and

is read from an inclinometer with a range of t 90. A conductor

is designated by a true crossover pattern of the readings.

The measurement is taken from an audio null when the instrument

is held in a vertical position, after turning perpendicular

to the direction in alignment with the V.L.F. field. The V.L.F.

field is found by an audio null or minimum field strength

measurement when the instrument is held in a horizontal position.
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The •.accuracy* bf-the dip angle measurements is - i0 . J 

- ' The t field strength measurement defines the shape and 

the attitude of the conductor by the, strength of the field in 

the horizontal plane or the amplitude of the major axis of the 

polarization ellipse, It is the maximum reading obtained from 

the field strength meter when the instrument is rotated in 

the horizontal plane, and is measured as a percent of normal 

field strength established at a base station. The field strength 

of the V.L.F. stations drifts with time, and must be adjusted 

with the base station every few hours. The field strength 

measurement has an accuracy of - 2^.

The out of phase component of the magnetic field, as 

a percent of the normal primary field, is sensitive to a *- 

lower order of conductivity than the dip angle measurement 

and is used to locate conductors of a low order of magnitude, 

It is a measurement or the secondary field produced by a ground 

conductor which is in a different phase than the primary 

field, This is the minimum reading of the field strength

meter obtained when measuring the dip angle. The measurement
^. 

has an accuracy of - 2?5,



Discussion of Results* j r

^"; Numerous weak to moderately strong electromagnetic 

anomalies have been traced across the property.
;-/' ", t ^ . , * - , . , V .'' ' . . . * ' . '* -. "' ..' ' . - 'l

; These anomalies generally trend east-west to11:^:
s;:fe- ; northeast-southwest.

Anomaly A is a moderately strong response which 

follows to the south side of a creek which cuts across the 

central portion of the property. It is caused by conductive 

swamp overburden. It is strongest between lines 4+00 East 

and 16+00 East.

Anomaly B is a slightly weaker anomalous response 

than anomaly A and corresponds to conductive swamp overburden. 

This anomaly follows an area of low swamp with high water 

content. It parallels anomaly A and is traced to the south 

of anomaly A crossing the central portion of the claim group.

Anomaly C is a weak anomaly which is found at 

9+00 to 11+00 north between lines 40East and 64 East. This 

discontinuous anomaly corresponds to a weakly mineralized 

( quartz/pyrite) shear zone which crosses the property. 

Several trenches have been located along this shaer.

Anomaly D and Anomaly E correspond to moderate to 

moderately weak anomalies which lie close to the southeast 

and northeast boundaries of the claim group respectively. 

These responses correspond to conductive swamp overburden.

Anomaly F is a weak anomaly which follows a 

weakly mineralized and quartz rich shear zone. It is found
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between 45+00 and ^7+00 north and between lines 56 and 68

- -'- -. '-: '. ; " - ' " . '

East. Some trenches have been located along this zone.
,^;; ;- :; ; '. -' ' ', --. . - ,. - . '.-.\ '•-' . '- . ' '

, ; Anomaly G and a few other short and weak anomalous 

responses most likely correspond to conductive wet overburden,
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Conclusions r

,-; ;,\ Anomalies C and P jorrespond to weakly mineralized 

shear zones which cross the property in an east-west to 

northeast-southwest direction. These zones are strongest 

in the eastern sections of the claim group. Bands of 

quartz-pyrite mineralization are associated with these 

zones and it is significant to note that some of the 

quartz-pyrite shears in the area are gold bearing.

These anomalies continue past the eastern claim 

boundary which suggest that there is a chance that they 

could possibly become stronger to the east. Other sections 

of the anomalies are too weakly mineralized to be picked up 

and traced with the V.L.F. electromagnetic survey.

Toronto, Ontario. 
July 6, 1981.

V

F.T.Archibald.B.Se.Geologist
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GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED A3 AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NLED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

' Type of Survcy(s).
V.L.F. Electromagnetics 
Proton Magnetometer   .. -. 

Ir v-on Township, SSM DistrictTownship or Area . ___
Claim HnidCT(i) Cymbal Explorations Inc

806-88 University Ave. Toronto. Ont.
Survey company F.T.Archibald Consulting Ltd 

Author of Report F.T.Archibald

address of Author.
702-100 Adelaide St. W. Toronto,On

Covering Dates of Survey June 20 tO July 6. 1981 incl.

Total Miles of Line Cut.

(bnccuttirif to office)
32 ,:les approx.

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic.

-Magnetometer.,.

-Radiometric——,
-Othtr^^^^^

DAYS 
per claim

20

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 

j same grid

AlRBORNF.CRb.DlTS (Spetu) proviiion credit! do not apply lo *irt*orrvr lurvcyi)

Geological.

Geochemical.

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic . . Radiometric
(enter diyi per clum)

July 9, 1981 c ir, MATIIBP
DATE:____________ SIGNATURE:.

Author of Report or Agcnl

Res. Gcol... .Qualifications..

Previous Surveys 
Kilc No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

SSM 

SSM 

SSM 

SSM 

SSM 

SSM 

SSM 

SSM 

SSM 

SSM 

SSM

556^04

556^05 
556^06
600911

600912

600913

618135

618136 

61813?

618138

618139 

6181^0

TOTAL CLAIMS.
16

837 15/79)



umber of Stations.

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

..
SURVEYS,— If more than one survey, specify data for each lypc of survey- ' '' "

- 4
interval 100. fftftt

. scale l "a 200 feet

.Number of Readings ±1500 
JLine spacing————200 feet

250 gammas, 20* field strength. 1^200 dip angle.
s^r:~:.'',. Exploranium 'Unimag 1 magnetometer 
'Instrument-

Accuracy - Scale constant . ^ 1 0 gammas. ~ diani-e
Diurnal correction method base station check points every 1.5 to 2 hours,^n——.
Base Station check-in interval (ho.irt) 1*5-2.0 hours ( jwlJL--V^LF-4/O-4-00 . chart mag to
nc ..,. j . normalized reading Base Sta'ion location and value __________________________________along base line

along base lines at 400 foot intervals , VLF to 100. mag ave. 59300 gamma

j Crone Radem V.L.F. electromagnetics

Washington 1 B,6 Kh?.Coil configuration t.ratiKrr)lt.t.i ng Rtqt

Coil separation ~" _____________
Accuracy __ L.2 dip angle, ±2/0 field strength
Method: 133 Fixed transmitter Q Shoot back O In lint- 
Frequency ____ ] 8- ̂  Kb z r ________________ ______________

LD Parallel line

Parameters measured__—-—.

Instrument

Uptofy v.L.*.tuti
field strength, dip angles

ion)

Scale constant

Corrections made.

Rase station vain ard location ..

Elevation accuracy ———-.,

Instrument
Method O Time Domain 

Parameters - On time ——— 
- Off time ^——

[~1 Frequency Domain 

Frcfjuency _____

- Delay time _____..__________ ——

- Infgration time_,—._____ —^,^^—
Power..
Kin:trf)df array ——.- 
Klecirodc spacing — 
J'ypc of electrode _
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